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What symbols are, the Widgit set and how they are developed
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About symbol users and what it's like to be a non-reader

 


	What's it like to be a non reader?
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Discover some of the ways in which symbols are used
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	Communication Friendly Schools
	Legal responsibilities
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Make personalised symbol materials
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Create symbol materials online
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Ordering details, postage and licence information for the UK
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Information about translated products and Widgit partners in your country
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Our specialist design team will work in partnership with your organisation to create accessible symbol materials

 

	Individual Symbol Design
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	Printing and Manufacturing
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For a more inclusive environment we offer ready-made low-cost symbol signage, or design for bespoke signs
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Widgit training resources to help you make the most of your software
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Widgit Symbols are protected under copyright, see our copyright and publishing guidance
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 Phone: 01926 333686

Email: support@widgit.com 
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Online and on-site training helps you make the most of your software
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- save 30%
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Explanation of the file types, and download and installation guides
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Invoicing, order online, or receive a personalised CD with your chosen resources
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See how schools, families and organisations around the world are using Widgit Symbols to support communication, education and understanding.



Share your Widgit story

email: info@widgit.com
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Find out where you can see Widgit products at our forthcoming events
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Widgit training and resources to help you make the most of your software
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Organisations offering advice and support on Widgit products
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Widgit Custody Sheets

Easy read symbol sheets for use with detainees in custody
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It is estimated that 20-30% of all offenders in the UK have learning difficulties or disabilities that
interfere with their ability to cope within the criminal justice system. These easy read documents aid
offenders understanding of information, procedures, rights and entitlements.

Buy Now Watch Video 
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Accessible Information

In an environment which can often be daunting, it can be difficult for people with learning difficulties, disabilities or those who speak English as an additional language (EAL) to access and understand information and procedures.

 In order to meet the specific needs of these detainees Widgit were approached by Autism Hampshire and Hampshire Police Constabulary to develop a series of "easy read" symbol sheets for use in custody.

 These easy read sheets aim to support detainees during their time in custody, helping them to understand their rights and entitlements.
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Whats Included?

The Symbols in Police Custody pack contains 19 individual easy read symbol resources to support detainees access to information during the various stages of their time in custody.

 The contents of the pack can be adapted to support changes in legislation and protocols. 

Our design team can also work with you to include your logo and branding as standard.
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Z-fold information leaflets

	Your Rights
	Giving Samples
	Mental Health Act


Information Sheets

	Booking In
	Fingerprints
	Forensic Examination
	Health Questions
	If You are Ill
	Interview Phrases
	Know Your Rights
	Making a Phone Call
	People Working in Custody
	Strip Search
	The Nurse
	Waiting
	What Happens in Custody
	Your DNA
	Your property


Information Poster

	Legal rights poster
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Independent Research

[image: Easy read Widgit symbol custody sheets]

A research project was carried out by the University of Southampton, in conjunction with Hampshire Police Constabulary, to assess the impact of using the symbol
sheets. The researchers observed two custody centres in Hampshire Constabulary using the sheets for one month.

 Interviews were also carried out with 41 relevant stakeholders. These included magistrates, solicitors, the Appropriate Adult Service, youth offending teams, people with
autism and their family members.

Read The Full Report
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Anything that can be done to improve a young person's experience within a secure
setting, a custody setting… is a beneficial piece of work in my view…it contributes not
only to their welfare but to a fair and effective criminal justice system.

Manager Within the Criminal Justice System
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It's far more accessible. It's been developed with autism in mind but diagrams, figures like this, that would be useful for unaccompanied asylum seekers for example who don't have a full understanding of English, people with general learning difficulties. It's got the potential to be invaluable in all sorts of different areas.

Manager Within the Criminal Justice System
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It's not a bombardment, it's those basics that are key to that young person when they
are in custody…letting them know where they stand, what they should do and what to
expect rather than loads of confusing jargon

Youth Offending Team Support Worker
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I think it's good because you feel like you've got a lot less to read when you're handed
this [the Widgit Symbol leaflet], extremely light compared to this [the Home Office Easy
Read version].

Yound Person with ASD
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Whatever we can have to spot those risks and deal with them at the earliest possible stage,
particularly people who are vulnerable … age, illness, learning abilities, health.

Custody personnel
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This could go all the way through from the police station, through the magistrates court, potentially probation, witness services…to explain the different steps at each different kind of stage may be even to defence solicitors and prosecution who deal with witnesses.

Manager within the Criminal Justice System
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Ways to Buy




	
For Police Custody Suits:	 
	
No of Custody Cells	Price Per Year *
	0 - 49	£575
	50 - 99	£1,150
	100 - 199	£2,500
	200 - 399	£3,500
	400 +	£4,500



For other organisations:

 For other organisation and charities such as people supporting youth offenders. 

Prices start at £50 for a team in a single site. Please contact us for a quote.

All prices are Ex VAT

* Minimum term of 3 years which allows for changes to content as legislation and protocols change.
Adding of logo and branding for each force buying the custody sheets is included in the pricing.






Contact us for a quote:

By Phone: 

01926 333 680

By Email: 

info@widgit.com

By Post To: 

Widgit Software,

1st Floor, Bishops House

Artemis Drive

Tachbrook Park

Warwick

CV34 6UD

United Kingdom
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Accessibility

	 Turn Point symbols on
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